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SchermNed has the solution!
The patented SchermNed Insect Filter off ers you 
be� er ventilation and air permeability compared 
to traditional harmonica ne� ing systems.

Our insect fi lter can easily be used in existing 
as well as new-build greenhouses. Even with 
frameless ventilation windows, which is unique. 
With regard to assembly, this can be done 
without making adjustments to the ventilation 
mechanism and while maintaining the maximum 
window opening. As we do not use any movable 
components (e.g. cords, weights and springs), 

the ne� ing will not be able to get stuck, 
damaged, or wear out, and therefore not cause 
problems or hazards because of loose and 
falling parts. When the ventilation windows open 
with the insect ne� ing installed, only the ne� ing 
around the pushers moves up to the glass rods 
with them. 

In other words, safe and reliable to use for the 
long term!

Do you want an aff ordable, environmentally friendly way to protect your crop 
from unwanted insects from outside and keep desirable insects inside while 
creating an optimal climate?

SchermNed insect 
netting filter system

We cover your world because we care



Get in touch
Do you have an insect ne� ing or screen installation-related challenge 
with which SchermNed’s expertise could help? Ready to help you out, 
no challenge is too great for our specialists. Get in touch for honest 
and complete advice.

| INSECT NETTING

| SCREEN SYSTEMS

Advantages
Environmentally friendly compared to chemical 
control

No virus transmission or bird damage

Suitable for all greenhouse covers and ventilation 
windows. Even with frameless ventilation windows

No adjustments for ventilation mechanism drive

Slight reduction in light and ventilation capacity 
compared to the harmonica ne� ing system

Aff ordable compared to harmonica ne� ing system

Easy to clean

Quick to assemble, no problem between crop

Self-assembly possible 
Incl. assembly instructions

Long service life, highly reliable

No movable components

Various mesh widths possible

Very high UV stability, or kilo Langley (Kly)

Fast delivery time
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